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Introduction

Malcolm Kahn, Ph.D.

The Open Dooris:a peer*.cOunseling_center which hhs successfully'dper-

ated for the fast seven years-at-the University Of Miami. _It is-run'by

undergraduate and 'graduate student volunteers under the supervision orthe

psychologists at theCounseling Center, To utilize -the Open Door, a student

may either walk in or phone. It is conveniently located :in n apartment, ,

between two major dorditories. and is currently open every-nig t during the.

school year betUeen 7 .P.M. and midnight. The Open-Door issup orted by A

fifty -cent fee paideach semester by students-. , .,

.
,

The functions of the Open Door hale largely been-defined by it's users,

.
the sUdents at'the University of Miami. 'Open Door. Workers provide infor-e

,

matiOn, counseli6g, referrals, and crisis' intervention on topici varying ''

from birth 6ontrdli to academic problems to drug use. \The Open Door elso .
*

.hands-oUt infordational literature and sponsors educatonal'forumS on topics.
t

'like birth control and hodoiexuality.' ^A psychologist from the Counseling

-C,enter .staff'1% always on cap fortaspisiance with crises if necessary. 1 ".

... c .
.
This presentation will fedturea detailed diScussion about thedevel-

opnent and operation of the en Ador. 'ArtBruckerwill begin by recount -:

ing the hisforicaldevelopmentof the agency. I will follow with a descrip- .

.. -tic% of the 'Open Dooworkers, followeitl.by Yvonne Oudry who will describe
1

_ ; g

the training program. Barry-Zyibelman will repoiton research programs con-,

cerning the Open Door. Finally, Tom, lionner will present the ()Pen Door from4

the viewpoint ofa arinical sycholog graduate student. He, is currently

'the Open Door's.Graduate Asiaf tent, key role in tht administration of the

..service.
.....,
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HOW THE .OPEN DOOR BEGAN
by

Arthur Brucker, Ph.D. 1

Back in 1970 when the Open Door was in the pangs of'birth.and not yet .

given a(proper name, the "Woodstock Generation" was still the promised land

,

to young people and the "counterculture" folks hadn't. quite Alt gone public.

Beards, long hair,,braless bosoms, and all the Other counterculture, cosme-

4

t..ology still seemed to symbolize an active antagonism' fo the "America, love

it or 'leave it6\atmosphere of the Vietnam war era.
\..

..

Drugs had been around for some time bt.lt with ever increasing numbers

,
of students using them, administrators, parents, trusteea;and faCulty were

still prettypretty much at the !'reefer Madndss" stage of viewing. the situation.

'A studefit caught stroking grass in the dorms might still be summarily kicked . (
.

.

out of school because he was either a law-breaker or a sick kid. Ifi you

think that was anachranisttc, remember that Was'the year that Jimmy Caxter-
I ,

.
- .

called his opponent in the Georgia Governsh6 race an "ultra liberal" because

he had shared a platform with Hubert Humphrey,. ..

The yet to be named "Open Door" began in the Fall of lwo when a grouPa

..) of second year graduate students, in Clinical Psychology approached onetoi the

psychologists at the Uniiiersity of Miami's Ctmnseling Ceriter. Perhaps Ft ,

. .

I

didn't happen exactly like that; we didn't atIthe7time think the moment'
.

. .

.
4. a i

momentous enough to tape record or chroniC4le it, svour recollections of
. .

--Tz I.

1 .

.
9

II( the exact chemistry of the event are somewhat garbled. It is important %
IP .

. .

however, to know saMething,about the people who activated the thing: The
c

9

. , e
. 3

graduate studenta,were restless and dissatisfied. They had emeint0 Clinical'

Psychologybecausethywere"peopleprientedY-winte4 to acquire.and
! 0

0)
.

.

'''

1 .,
. ...

.. ,

develop' skills which would be used to work with and helppeople and especialt.
., .

- .

a
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because of the tenor br the times, work with peopleof their own generation.

They were not satisfied with the extent of clinical experience they were getting

in their program, the civil rights fervor had peaked, women's rights and gay

rights were' still to come and .old folks. were still the enemy. Eseylog was

coming on strong but it was not their thing. The psychologist they got toge-

ther with was a person they could identify wj.th and who identified more with

them than hecould'with the other psychologists. He had been active in Dr.
.

. . ,

Spock's forlam, quest for the Presidency and his mecca,wAs Woo dstociZ rather .

.

".than wherever APA had -held its convention that year.

I think too that they all, students and p4chologist, were faelirig a

little guilty about the Vietnam business. I can't document this because I

never asked therm, and if.I had thought to ask which I hadn't, they would

probably have laughed at me. But algYAy they were all fine, idealistic
t . .

people adamantly opposed to the war who had gotten off lightly. None had ,

a *
. . 1

gone to jail, none had gone to 'Canada and none had gone off to war. I can't
,...

believe this left them unaffected, and I do believe this bad something to do

..with their volunteering to epend precious spare time in the evening to "help"

people their own age.

Against this background loomed the drug situation. They-knew and we
ed

knew.that there were many students out there", with heavy problems,, who were
°

also into drugs. who might tie very wary of approaching establishment types,

people who were paid by the University and seemed to lead conventional lives..

Wary badause they feared that if their drug usage came to light they bight

be betrayed to parents or administration or wary that only people skit; to

themselve.couldcempathize with them. It was not just the drug thing of course..

5
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There was the counterculture 'thing, the distrust and antagonism tbward

establishment
'

and practices, and conventional psychologists and
A

conventional psychotherapy were certainly vlewed as "establishment."

So they got together in the Fall 1970, a handful of second year graduate

students and this staff Psychologist; almost dike a club and faculty'advisor

and they approa ed the staff' and adMinistrator. 'hey would find.a place where

they would talk to fellow students at night about ehinss that studenti were

troubled with but would5't bring to the Counseling Center. They would,

informally take 'turns and the psychologist, who looked indistinguishable from

teem, would advise, consult, and work with them. The staff generally thought

was a good idea. We all%thought highly of, the graduate students but I'

suppose we did covertly view their proposal as something akin to what Lucy,

- 1
Charlie Brown's neMilisy.Charges a nickel for. And we were glad our colaeague

had found an outlet for -some of his irritating impatience with our-traditional

way of operating.
k

They located themselveS in the Student Union. 'They were given a wee

corner in4a large
t
ground floor 'room used for ping pong and group T.V. Viewing.

Some privacy was afforded by wooden partitions on which they taped a hand

- lettered sign and a few appropriate

°for little more than two arm_chalrs

"tittle publicity and less'iLineis:

posters. Inside this nookthaY%had"room

and a small table. A t first there was

,Aa I'recall most, of the time those first

nights `were spent retrieving ping pong hens that dribbled into their place.

'4'#) -They, set up shop about 7 p.m. and ioloseci down at 11, when the Student Union'

closed.
.

.

....,
. t . -- I ,

. But 'a. situation arose which I.-think More then anything else aroused them446

and'the rest of us'to t
li

e possibilities of*what something like what they-were

.4 6
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-attempting'todo-could really accomplish. A young man, I think he had been. a

Viet'Nerd*eran,lwandered into their spot one night and refeafed'himself to %

be a deeply trouble_ sperson, He was suicidal and he was,a heroin addict.- He

return ed a number of times, his girlfriend becate'involvea and so did the

psychologist. 'Ultimately others becameinvolmedhecauseof an overdose situation
--,....b....r , .

but .in the "end I don't know whether any of us were'able to help him very much.
,

..)

But"he helped us to see that we had to take seriously what these people were

41
- -

trying to do and we realized we
.
all had to put more time and energy into it.

-71 .......

.z.
AfCer about month or so we moved the group into a largelroom on the ,

second flOor of the Counseling Center. They needed privacy and a telephone.

Now of course. this move was not made wieLadi a lot of agonizing about it.
,

There was concern expressed that working in the Counseling Center building would
.',

4°
scare of those people who wel isttustof us in the first place, the very

- A ---
folks we Were hoping ta out to, But we really had no other options at

. ,

the time since nobody else in the-University hie4archy took us seriously'yet

and no better space was forthcoming.
.'

In .daytime-hours this new .space Was being used as, a meeting room for
, ,"-

/ .°'

conferences, classes, or, group therapy so that when the volunteers came on

duty at night they had to set up shop, moving chairs. partitioning
%

.

. .
..

off part of' the %Race for privacy and-then putting everything back into place
2 _____,

7---......- °XX
.-

for the next dars-Acti-Vity. However, we began tb get material coop&ration
J

. .

..,

from the University in that a sign was erected pointing the to the side

entrance to the building and that sort of thing_,,, As a gesture to the counter--

J k,

culture one of the students.paintedihe entrance door vivid purple, but the

people from physical plant-viviously objected and rdTtinted the door insti

tutional gray.

-
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It was at thts.time that theOpen Door Was christened with its name. Now

. that we had a name we b4in to take on an otganizational a nd institutional

identity. Again this created some problems because we had rules and things\.
,like ihat. First off other students wanted to volunteer as workers. Students

in the-School of Education's Counseling Psychology Program, Nursing.students;

and those in the College Student Personnel Program voluhteered and were accepted

once, we could reconcile ourselves to abandoning ourelitist attitude that only

Clinical Psychology students were trustworthy and competent. I guess our

g re test conflict occurred when the issue arose as to whether to accept under-
.

graduates as volunteers. At first we thought Psychology majors would be O.K.

but we quickly realized, we couldn't discriminate that way.
,

When only Clinical Psychology Graduate Students were working, supervision
o 4 . . .

, .
was informal, but now it becalite clear we would have to establish A. system for,

.
. -

supervision, accountability, and regular scheduling. IS

All the Counseling Center psychologists became involved in supervising

workers and direct supervision of the Overall activities of the Open Door is
'

now rotated on,a semester or yearly basis among the staff. Now we have separate

quarters for the Open Door, a regular budget, a graduate assistant,pork study

students, an advertising budget, a big telephone bill; psycholOgists on call

'every night, regular nighttime hours seven days a week, and high recognition

and acceptance by the students and administration. ,We are now so different

from thodt early makeshift days when we spent so much time retrieving ping pong

balls and moving wooden partitions. The volunteers have changed as Dr. Kahn

will tell you, we have 'a fortal training program as'DT. Oudry will tell you

and we even do research on ourselves as Dr. Zwibelman will tell you. Last

but surely not least Tom Bonner, our graduate aesistant)will tell you about

all the details and complications of his. job.

\
8
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7 Whether we have kept pace

- 7

with the times, outpacedor been outpaced,

I can't say!' We have helped many students, many whp were sericysly disturbed,

confused, depressed, or buicid4. Perhaps most of 41 we have afforded our

volynteers a Meaningful experience that has enriched their college years.

r
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Speaking in behalf of the psychologists who leave suPetvise0,the Open

,
I: _

Characteristi4s'bf OpenDoor Voluipers

1 /7'.
Malcolm Kahn, 1311:1).

, .

Door over the years, the joy of ourroles bas.been thKOpportunity to.work\.;
,

with bright students who care about other pectinl. %4 watch them mature,

gaid confidence, and become educated; sometimes over a four-year'petiod.

Holitfuyy,

confidence

acceptance

-
s

their work at the Open Door tost er s.-t.he4ev elopment of self .:

.1,
1

, awarenesslof their own feelings and values,. appreciation and

o i
of others' feelings sind Valudg, and anlabi ity. to work'as part

4 ,'
,,,,

. . "
,

,

of,a team-. We try to keep' track of ,tnem.. astiley have gone ints.careers.,,.
.

4 , 1
ell, ...,

such as psychology,.medicine, business, a'rt therapy, social work,,. law,

!

vnurAirig; and assorted other-paths. I
,.

' .

4

Whed the Open Door first accepted undergraduate volUltders, we'certaina
(lo

ly did not expect our.voiUnteers to go into' such social acceptable fields.

. At best,' we thought we were giving special training to pet,' le

O.D. and baa-trip tents at' rock concerts. Since the Open Do

-

who might Man

. . ,
existence was CO provide unconventional helpers for.unconventi

we had quite an array of characters, many heavily involved
..

in
'

'

gis
t

. .

tune. As -the Open Door evolved and the radical psychologists, on o r staff

!s ron, for
I fi-

nalstudenti,

th drug cul-

moved to California, a gradual evolutionary change'coulcCbe observed in the
.

.

i A
nfture'of our'workers. T eyIecame more conforming, more achievement-Oriented.

and apparently less involved in drugs. One theory holds that they became

more like us--the psychologists.. Another theory holds that the requirements

of workingqi; such

larly, filling out

has brought about

4

an orgahizatiowl- being on rime, attending meetings regu-
"'"

'

forms, in other Words dependability and responsibility-- ,

!,this evolution. 'kt anyrrate, as the evolution ddvelopeu

40

0
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the organization became

is nownow a hierarcty with

and of elected student

4
- 9--

/ A .

markedly more bureaucratic and procedural. ,There

an advisory boatel composed equally of psychologists
,

volunteers and there'are team leaders who are exliev,

iendea ,volunteers appointed to*provide on-the-job training to new volunteers and
.4 .:

,-. -, .

to make 'key decisions when required. .

$ %- .

. _.., I,. '

-
, ',Although rectiit. ,sets \of OpenfDoor workers have beta dependable and re-

sponsible, this shoug-not be taken to implY thatthey are docile. The
.

/ .

juices of their adolescent febellions are dtill flowing and often seem to.
.

. ,
Apt displaced onto the Psychologists. However, the major crises have also

) '

seemed to dwindle in the past fewearst Sometimes in asserting themselves,'

the workers are surprising as when they rejected'the possibility of obtaining

Cour4creddt for their.involvement with the Open Door.

Volunteers tin- the Open Door are recruited through advertisements in

,the campus newspaper; posters,' booths at the Student Union, and other avail-

able media. Special effdrts have periodically been made to entice under-

graduate honors atudents, psychology majors, and graduate students in Clin-

ical Psychology and Counseling. Otherwise, stdents at all levels and all

$ majors are encouraged to volunteer for the Open Door. Our current -staff

,cdnsists of twelve students in, the social sciences, four in business, 'three

. e

in scienceeand thrse in at and mus*c: We typically 'get our volunteers

from these qields along withnuraing and sometimes medicine4 On Apther
L

hand, we'have,raiely i f ever,hdd shccessful,voluiteers from the Schools. of

Engineering or Law.

As for demographic composition of the volunfeers, there are some rather,
'

clear trends. They are more likely to be from out of town -than local com-

muter students. There is also an undeAiPresentation of.11acks end Latins

L7 f
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compared to.the Universi 's.overall 'student body deslittespecial recruiting

efforts. Intellectually our volunteers tend to get higheF grades than the

typical student. The mean grade ',dint avefage for Open poor undergraduate
,

.. , .

.
' .

workers this yeawad 2.89, whilk the Jovemallundergraduate
,,

mean was just
,....) .

under 2:502
--......

. ,

. -

Asidefromalfruistic motivations, students volunt1eer for the Operi Dab:

to enhance their quAtificatiOAS'for future jobA or grsduate achoOl, 'to bey-,.
...s .

come part of a close. working relationship with ataculty member, luuL to

)evelop new friendships withstudents having similar interests. Moldnteers
, .

also continue to report,that their work at'the Open-Door gives them a special

status-lath their'peers. They become identified as partiCufarly
1

knowledgeable and are often consulted outside the Open Door. They are suchos'
,

>
-.4

nurturing types of students that they also must be careful not to alloW.
< i

.

other students 40 become too dependent on thet;t as caenselors. Also they
. .

are cautioned,to axoid personal frieildshipswith Open Door contacts. .-/' . A
: f

. '.
Becoming.a full-fledged Open Door volunteer ii to atlergedegreeaat-^i

ter of self- selection based on interest and perserverence: Of 56 students,

who applied to workmt the Open Door, only two., were rejected'as unsuitable
.

by the psychologists' initially interviewing them. ;Howerer, a, large number

of the accepted -applicants drop out when they 1eArB'more about theorganize-

mmtion and the coitmente're .ited' The size of our student ,staff has, ranged

from about 20 to 50 over the years.,
,,

. -#4

Osten And Kahn did a study of the personality,chacteristios ofOpene

Door volunteers measured=by the P.O.I. and supervisor ratings. .Wotker whb

scored high on the seff-actualizing scales of the tended to be rated

s
correspondingly high in Empathy and Nonpossessive Warmth. . But these,

1".workers tended to be -rated low in such charabteristiqs as Strength and"Cinvd

V

VP.

r.



uineness which were considered to be measures of actual effectiveness. Thus,

A

C

Open DoOr workers were described as caring and"sensitive yet indecisive and
4

4
tender minded.

ti.

Door workers, regardless of their prior beliefs, are asked to follow a phi-
.

losophy of "neither condemning,nor'cOndoning" various tyPed of behayior in

such areas as drugs and sexuality. They 'may provide mild cautions and factual,

information, to contacts but must attempt to remain neutral. What is required

is a very liberal attitude yet our current g roups of workerillave not.joined

t
When asked how they are unique in a recent seminar, Open Door workers

described thempelvesias more interested in people, more empathic, more tespon-Ap
i

t
A

' stble, more humanitarian, and more open-minded than the typical student. The

latter characteristic of open-mindednesd is Particularly relevant as Open

their peers in campaigning &It. gay rights qr protesting a

O

4

recent tuition

Increase; two hot local issues.'.

-
I have a few experiences Whiech are based on my observations of Open Door

z ;

vdrkers which maybe somewhat/Surprising. First, our team leaders, who inr
. .

clude 19-year-old sophomores, may be much younger than some of our traine es,

Who:..may be graduate or.prZfessional students. "Altbon0:problems.mightbe

anticipated with this arrangement, they have rarely "Aired since our younger

team leaders are usually bright and very familiar with the organization's,
4

procedures. Recently, however, when we had a-.30 year-old medical student
,)

with a Ph.D. in.Phydfcs from M.I.T. apply, we began to "worry; A related,

phenomenon is the new volunteer who has previous heavy involvement with

another crisis ,penter,or hotline.elsewhere. Often these volunteers have
,

I difficulty' in adjusting to-the rote of trainee end to the specific proce-
,,--

ures Of the Open Door. Thus, we have hadsomeiniUsually experienced and,

"



t
f

qualified worker§ who have not fit into this organization.

- 12 -

. . .

One other repeated peculiar phenomenon has been the Open boor volunteer

. ...,7,# ,,.0,4=
who suddenly shows an extreme flurry of-0-gergy and enthusiasm for'eXampre-1:.

0,

,.%,.

..,...(
,,v. .

4. , . .. _,

volunteering to repainx the Open boor or to_aingle-handedly initiate a new

Anblicity'campaign. Invariably,, this burst of energy is a sure sign that the
.

t

volunteer is about to quit. ..

We are current] keeping very systematic records on all volunteers to

identify factors which predict success in Open Door workers.,

4

r
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.Open Door. Training Program

- by

Yvonne -M: Oudry, Ph.D.

_

The purg6se of the Open Door Training Program is not to make junior
.

. .

psycholo i'sts out of the workers but rather todevelop their sensitivity and
i ,: , A*.- . ;

. 14,1: ,awareness as peop We feel that these are the qualities which are't most
t

rtant in ordr for the workers to be able to do their 166. In addition

to the developme t f these qualities, we focus upon giving information in
. 7

i

certain crucial a as which workers at the Door are expected to I've aC hand.
,

1 11

In order to fulfill these two conditions we have, elch semester, eight two

hour training"sessions.
.

Before'the training sessions-begin, trainees are ,given an Orientation

session which consists of-discussrng ethics and general operationlnocedures.

Here trainees receive the'Open Door's Comprehensiire Training ManUal which

covers procedtral guidelines and relevant information about various areas

of.concern. In'addition trainees are given a reading list on drugs, birth

control°, pregnancy,legal aid and veneittal disease which corresponds to some

of the material presented at the training sessions. The first. three training

sessions are geared toward development of rudimentary counseling shills with

empha44.1 upon senaitihty, awareness, and the delrelopmentof an ability to '

conceptualize the presenting problem enough to make the decision whether or

not qe worker can deal with it or it needs'a referral. The other sessions

are didactic.sessions on birth controland pregnancy, venereal disease.) legal

aid, drugs, and depression and duicide. Ihesedidactic sessions are given by

outside specialists in their respective. fields; At the end of a didactic

session some role playing ig done that 'puts into practice what the trainees,

have learned.

15
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The first session of Basic Counseling Skills begins withpeople talking

in pairs for 40 minutes. The purpose is to: 1) Get to know one another.-

2) Discover what bringstheM here, 3) Talk about ejh other's motivation to

be workers, and 4) What is their interest in the Opell poor."

The group as a whole then meets for 15 minutes, The purpose is:.1) To

get to 'chow one another, 2) Introductions, 3) To talk about what they have
ts;

found out about each other. P

The above is followed by a discusiion of Listening Skills, both listening
I osk,

to others and to self. This is followed by a discussion- of General, Issues:

For examile: 11 First impressions are important but sometimes one must revise

upon further information. 2) Avoid imposing your situation', behavior and

feelings on those of bthers, 3) Assume nothing---check out reality. 4) Always

seek ,to clarify the problem.

. .

.5Alloo

\
Then, follows, in the second hour, two role playing-Situations with a.

, \Caller, a Worker, and an ObserVer.,,The last task is a Group Critique where

.\ 4
,

the kers can talk about their
.

feelings of the role playing and some of.
. . A

problems they have encountered.

;The'second Basie Counseling Skills session'begins with a demonstration

.

'v.

.rape of a crisis intervention worker and a caller with f problem. This is

e

followed'by a dis&leAion of role-playinf for Worker, Caller and Observer.

It is suggested the- Drker: 1) Will not solve theprOblem. 2) 'Should make *

Comments the caller can get insight/ with. 3) Concentrate on feelings, 4) Use

open -ended questions. 5) Be attentive to certain questions that help shed

lightpn.the problem although,it is not the problem itself 6) Be,aware,gf
77

oviefeelings about self and caller.

is
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The above is followed by,twO role pl4ying situations and ends with a

Group Talk. The Group Talkfocuses upon the problems encounteredoin Role

`e-":..':Playing, \Faille System:Conflict; Dealing with Situations and The Anxiety of

the Worker. 0..
4. , . .. ,

,.

' The third ,Baaic Counseling Skills session begins with a demonstration
. - %

/ .' .4 e1
/

tape of a suicidal-cailer. Twi? Role'Playing situations are done and then
.

/'the group talks about anxiety. ;-
..., 'N.. ,

trainees and regular workers, get additional training from. their team

leaders on, the actual shift. An experienced and competent team leader is

chosen for each shift. Trainees listen in on calls, become familiar with,

the educational literature, and learn about the referral file. Team wbrk

is considered essential for competent functioning on a shift and a trainee
.0*,

that is not successful in this does not become a regular worker in the same

way that trainees who are not successful in Training Sessions or Seminars do.
..

not 1;ecome-regulat workers. Some trainees...ore dropped and others must undeigo

more training.

Another requirement for conc4nuedhtraining of trainees and Lregu. n workers

is the weekly seminars,Here real situations are discussed and role playing

continues as a basic learning device. We hope to amplify the training sessions

in this way. Also, this gives the workers an opportunity to know the staff

of the Counseling Center since each Staff member leads a seminar.. This is,

.we have discovered, a very important matter in training for in some ways the

Workers begin to identify with staff and this strengthens motivation and

growth.

17,
4-
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Program Evaluation of a Campus Peer Counseling Center

by

'Barry Zwibelman, Ph.D.

-r.

One of the major subjects that comes up about any help-intended program'

is how effective In this paper we present examples of Olarrent and
' 4

future researcH aimed at'a program evaluatiOn of The Open Dpor, a campus peer

counseling lenter.' A program such as this can be evaluated at different
O

levels, with each level of evaluation attempting to answer different questions

about the program.

The most basic questions which can be answered by evaluation studiee'

concern a description of the.services actually rendered by the program. FrOm

near its inception in 1970, The Open Door-has maintained records of the sit-
,

uatiOns it has pandled. One'of the duties of the peer counselors is to make a
A

written entry in og book of each contact.' The information'contained in

these records includes basic facti such as date, time', sex of client; length of..__,

contact, a description of the nature of the presenting problem, a descri &t4pn

of the peer counselor's interaction with the client, and, a summary statement of

how the presenting problem was ultimately handled--including a list of referrals

- given, if 4.

the information contained in the log book's has, been coded, and- recorded on

computer tape. The recrultApf this 'information coding and storage process is

,the existence of a,large data bank which is readily accessible for ongoing re-

search. The origi001 idea for generatini vile data bank was that of Dr. James
.""

1

Hivichsen and acknowledgement of hl.s sharing in this research effort:As

by extended: The, total number of written entries in the lo, books for the
._

,.
. v

. seven school years of operation (1970-1917) have been thus computOzed-find

. this repoet will cover all but the year just ended.

ere-
:

, .

4
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Analysis of Services

The questions which can be asked in this phase of the program evaluation

incltide: How many contacts does the program handle each'-week, month and year?

What are the trends in volume of contacts for days of the week or periods

as around final exams)? What
c

during the semester (such

numbers.of phOne calls vs. numbers of,walk-ins? males
4-

types of questions can also be asked for various kinds,

How many of each type of presenting problem occur year

during the semester; and what are the relationships bet

are the trendt

vs. femalesTP The same

of problems presented:

by year; at which time

ween type of presenting

problems and whethei- the mode of service is by phone,oli in person?

Altogether', a total of 34 such combinatlions of variables were thought to

, .-be relevant for study. Here is a flavor of some of the findings: FOr'the first

three years of operation there was.a rapid increase in the total number. of con-
,

tacts handled, reaching a peak in the 197-73 school year. Since then there has

been about a 15% decline each year. The proportion of phone calls to walk-ind

has aver4ged about 3:1 ,overall, except that the number of walk-ins has remained

relatively steady over the last three years while overall volume has'dropped.

The largest number of contacts consistently occur on Mondays with about

. ..

16.5% of the total and the fewest on Saturdays with about 11%. Overall, males

have outnunibered femiled by 1.5 to 1 pretty consistently over the years.

Fbr classifying types of presgriftng problems, a system of 35 categories

has been used. Thiianumber of categories has actually been pretty difficult

r7;

td work with and in the future this will be condensed to about a dozen. At any

clte, here are some,of our findings about types of problems presented: The

largest group'of contacts have been requests for general ineormation, with

about 207. c6sistentlin this category. This is followed by questions or

1
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problems concerning drugs, Which account for anaverage of,JA% of the calls
..

over the years. This hi:a/fever, has fluctuated during_the f,irst four years,

!
' 'then leveled off for the last two.

1

'An.teraae-of 1Q7 of the Contacts have beeh16Om pe4re-who -have no

particular problem but wanted to talk to someone and this 'is the third most

frequeht type of contact. The next most numerous, category is questions or

_problems concerning sex, accounting for an average.,of 1.0% of the contacts over

the. years, reaching a peak of 14% for 1973-74, but dropping slightly thereafter..

This,'incidentally, is the identical Pattern for the drug category.. The sex

category can be further broken down to look into specific kinds of sexual con-
.

0 ,

cerns. As an example, for the two-year period 197244, the was ah-undefally

high percentage of contacts from women with the specific concern of seeking an

abortion. This apparently reflects the conditions of the times wheh peFple

knew that abortions could be obtained, but 'didn't yet know where to go. Now

that this information is on the radio and in newspapers, this specific typeiof

sexual contact is less frequent, but contacts pertaining to another type o%

sexual coNern homosexuality, are more frequent.

Although there have'been a very small number of actual prank calls 4

(around 17° every year)) a-category which has ,Occupipi a substantial amount of

" .114 4wrm:
staff effort 4s that of chronic callers, which Accounts for about 11% °ran:
Contac ts.

Really serious crises and emergencies have rather consistently accounted
").

for a small proportion of contacts. Suicidal contact's have never bien more than

.57. Bad trips or other drug crises - accounted for 37° of contacts the firstlpar

of operation then leveled off to 17° for each fallowing year. On the,otherhand,

requests for drug inforfiation rose steeply and leveled off twayearsAgo:

2 0-
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, .

The most noticeable, recent trend in the proportions of calls in various
'1N .

4

-r r

categories is.a generalevening-oef the dIstribution._ That is, for the 4
---

.. . . -

tost recent year of our analysis the top four categories are still

General.Information,Drugs; Someone to Talk To, and Sex-Related. However,
,..

z.

i
_ , ,e, .

.

.

.

- 4
,

the strength of their lead has decreased, and there have been significant :, ,

l
.a

increases n some -of the other categories such as Boyfriend- Girlfriend
. .

.
' .

. .. .

broilleTs, Academic, Financial, and Legal problems and General Medical In-
.

formation. From ,these data tM conclusion would be that The Open Door has

never been a specialized,servi4e and it is becoming even'more multip pdie in

nature.
ae!

The next two sections present samples of published research .from *the
.,

data bank. . /

.
- -

. . .
. i

. la
- _

Relationship-of Peer Counseling to 04

------'-'*---- Professional CounselinallServices*.

-..../

.. _

*ZwArbelmen, B. Differences inutilizafion ofAprofessional and parapro.0
.

fessional coudseling services. ,Journal of College Student Personnel,
..

.

..k-

1971, 18, In Press. '-'

4 . . .
* 4

In this study-comparisons were made between the types of prob ems .

,
. . % . (

4

students brought to.the peer counseling facility-and to the professionally-_

stiffed' Counseling benter over the sane period of tide: The results show that

the two faCilitieiare--utilizea quite differently by the population of students

,...-

served. Students show a clear preference for professionals fOr academic-voca-

. o----"
tional counseling, social interaction counArling.--including. both Oplosite mi.

0
I

%

, ;

and same sex'relationships--and for counseling for mild 10.severe depresthen.
%

.'
, ? ty

,...
. y

The. peer-staffed facility had far more contacts for drug and sexual toCernil.
0

. .

and for general information about campus.andNiasounity niters.
1

\-

y.
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0

o

Preference for the peer counseling facilityfor certain problems seems to

4 0

bi due, at least'in-paft, to the availability of.thelTelephorie A a mode of

service. For example, for sexual concerns, the per benter.had a preponderance

of phone contacts over walk-ins for questions or problems relatp2 to sex, while'

.

the Counseling Cutter sa% many more students in person that did'the peer center
r

.

a. -

. ,

"f.for this category of,problems,.
. . / .

,EvalVation of Trainine
$

t.
,., . 04

.

**ZWibelman,B.and.Hinrichsen, J. Effects of traininger counselor re-
. ,

sponses to human sexuality problems. Journal of Counseling Psychology,

1977, 24, In prep.
, ,---

'1?fr
v

-

This study ex4ined the effects of, the human-sexuality training progril-iiion:

--:

the maneer in which The Open Door peer counselors dealt with questions or pro-
, , , -

blems related to pregnancy, birth yipm11(31, or abortion., 'Frdal recoN of .721

a
i :-

such cases, each case was categorized on, the basis of the manner in which it was

processed by the peer counselors. There were three categories: "(/) Counseling

only--cases which were handled,so y by the peer coun ors, obtaioing,closure,

and in which no referrals were given. (2) Referral on -cases in which the,

. . ,

peer counselors acted essentially as referral agents: providingno actira/coun-
.

seling. (3) Counseling + Referral--peer counselors provided 'significant coun-

seling

-,

andzalso provided at leaccine referral. , : -/ .

Results indicated that following the institutionof,a4Ormal training pro-
,

. , .
. .

gram in the_area of human-sexuality, peer-counselors t4nctibted sign ficantly

less frequently solely as referral agents and significantly'more frequently pro-

vided direct counseling or counseling *it; referral for human sexuality cases.

This change did not occur `or their manner of prodessiTg cases of non-sex

22.
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:

related personal problems over the same period oC time. That the effects.S

...Eainiog were specific to the target class of Problems has implications for

-.-

others involved in the'deve

r

-Our reseacch suggests tilt

for different content areas

. program.

.

Se- .

.

lopment of.tralaing prop arcs for paraprofessionals.,
,, 6 ° .

separate training programs are probably necessary

ef

and this has in fact been the strUctuke of our

Ok,
4

w

1

.1

23.
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The Open Door from,Bottomto Top:
- I

A Graduate Student's-View
. .

by

Thomas Bonner, M.S.

o

ve the si ngular-distinction of being the,onlymemb6r,pf this- panel

who has actually been 4n Open Door volunteer. I'm now nearing the-end of my
,

'fourth year, in clinical psychology, and in those four years I'Ve worke8 Ty way

up from the status of a lowly trainee, to team leader, and now fo my present

4 -

position as the Graduate.Assistant, Student Coordinator, or DireCtor, de-

pending on who I'm talking to at the time.

The Open boor provided'me with my first real clinical experience and

Braining, A0 as I look back on it now, I have to consider it an'invaluable

taf .
.

contribution,6 my initial growth as a clinician. T- was exposed to solid,

programmatic training and supervision in basic counseling'skills and Values.

I was able to "get on the firing line" and aperience-fmr the first time the

pressure and responsibility of responding to a client and making quick and

hopefully helpful decisions, something a clinical psychology graduate student

k
`both yearn's fOr and fers frftthefriliii day in graduate school.

Perhapb more importantly I learned. an attitude of'humility, which I be-

lieve is so much an important-part oft's clinician's self-concept; it is cer-

tainly essential to a graduate student's.-self concept: Yhecame aware of the

limitations.of the role of the helper--that youalways try as hard as you can
41,

just the way you were .trained, but that you cannot help everybody, thayou

can't "Jaye" anybody, really, and that you shouldn't feel like a total failure

when things don't work-out. I learned-to accept super vision and direction

e

eV,

24'
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from undergraduates who were younger than I,l'and sometimes less intelligent-

.

.
/'tha I--they were my superiors in the organization and they were comptent, '. ... -

well-t ainedpeer.counselOrs who really took their.work seriously. Finally
. . . ...- .

.I learne about making mistakes, error' in clinic l' judgMent, If you will.

L learned that it is not the end of the world when ybu make onl, though it

is often quite serious; I learned how to discuss my own mistakes with psycholo-'

gists and groups of peeks, productively, and withouteXperiencing an 'attack of
!

anxiety histeria.
a

4

My 'present position as ah,vadministrator imfolVes a number,of activities;
7

I'm charged with the major portion of scheluling'varioua,pganizational'acti-

.-

vities, including scheduling the,actual working hour (for:Instance.,,who,

works on Saturday night),alsortimes for training sessions, aocial.gatherings,

and publicity-oriented functions. This year I have done only a slight bit of'

direct training and-supervision, 'something I would like to do,more of. A

major amount'of my energy goes into publicity, an area that has very unique

problems for the type of organization we are. We want.to present an image to

'the students that is serious, warm, understanding, timely.(or,contemporary)1

and competent, all in an attractive, attention-getting way. It ts a difficult

task to say the least, .and we. hat had many discussions of the,:varioils'ethical

.
0

and moral, issues involved in advertising our services. I also serve as a li-

aison person between the psychologist-sUpervisors and the student volunteers. ''

My function her e is that of trouble-shooter, talking to v olunteers whose work

or attitddes are not at a satisfactory level,. Though this duty can often be

unpleasant_opd anxiety-provoking for me, it provides valuable experience in

being tactful, honest, and in not assuming responsibility for someone else's

discomfort. An even more important role for,me is being the bearer of bad news --7

25
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....

usually that means giving somebody the ax,..intkome way, shape, or 'form. It

is not a role I care to take of at all, 'but decisions likejthat are part of
..

.1 6
, , 1p. ;.. ,..

the life of any organization., and',in this one it is often my job-tdeffect

p

those decision.

4r4

r

I feeI,there is an art to running any organization Well, luld.there are
. olor

-- - . . . .

, .
.

T.
.

some particular issues which are unique to volunteer organizations such as'

;

01640pen Door. I'm diStantly aware td soma of the research literature on

leadership styleilVriportantly, the most efficient, business -like style is
4

not always the most fulfilling for the members of the organization. I have,

learned th.at..instead of taking on.all the responsibility myself for making

sure things get done, it is often better to delegate some of those responsi-

bilities ro the volunteers- -many of them want to'be invOlvedin the physical;

,.-
.
. labors whch are a large partof organizing any activity. This is one of the

.:

important areas where organizational morale can be built, but only to a point;

.

_

the minimal. time commitment to t he OpenDoor is sizeable, 6 to '8 hours a week,
_

.
,..

0

,*$"" . .

and many students,find it difficult to become even more involved by giving any
..,_

.
. , -. .00 411.

more of their time.
. ,..) .

f A.. .

Another important issue that we are all concerned with is thaNff the
.

, -.' 0, . a.
quality chntrol' of our services and the performance of our workers. Crisis

4-

intervention and peer cou se ing Is'serious business and'we all take training
.

r

. ,

and supervision quite ser usly. Each worker has a moreliobligation-to the-
.4 .

.
.

university students and to the organization itself to perform competently;

2

4 /
thia%bilgatirin extend9-Lather to the Counseling Center psychologists who

A

f.
'1

assume legal responsibility for our services. Complicating these matters is'
.

the unfortunate fact that we don't always receive as many calls as we 1.4buld

0

.'

-like to. This has a significant negative effect on the volunteers' morale

.

'r

26
. .
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and feelings of accomplishment and usefulness. It is difficult to motivate

the volunteers. to work even harder, to evaluate them as Less than competent,

,

or to threaten them with no promotion or even dismissal, when they don't

feel fulfilled and eager to work'because 'there isn'.,enough work.to do.

As a program, the Open Door has anumber of alternatives for the 'future.

It appears obvious that justas Dylan's song says, the times, they are a=

changin'," and that they have "a-changed" considerably since the inception

of the Open Door in 1970. The air"of tension, protest, and sociar concern,
0

f

.so,much a part of the campuses of 1970 no longer seeps to be present in '77.

Drug usage patterns have changed from major tiallucinogens to less mind-
.

bogglihg, often more depressant sorts of drugs like alcohol,. marijuana, and

barbiturates. This has resulted in far fet4er drug-related emergency or crisis

calls received at the Open Door.

For the future, two major directions for change in the Open Door are now

being considered. The first ,has to do with publicity--sifice we are not experts

in the field of advertising we have negotiated with the Marketing Department-.

-

at,the Udiversity to allow a senior undergraddate student to work with the Open

, Door as an independent study project. We have high hopes that this collabor-

ation will' result in an appealing aftd effective adertising campaign. Second,
4.,

> ,
-..

we are(considering new sorts of prbgrams we might undertake in addition to our

present operation which would increase our community-Tsychology, prevention-

oriented activities. We have discussed such ideal as having the student volun-__

teers give'short talks or presentations to groups of students in dormitories or
. -4*

social clubs: Of most interest might be topics such as birth control, abortion,.

V.D.; drug information, study habits and legal issues.

27


